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Abstract

The use of a plasma loaded wiggler free electron device to generate terahertz intense
electromagnetic waves is analyzed. The interaction among the beam (B), the space charge
mode (L), the wiggler (W), and the electromagnetic field (S) is through the simultaneous
operation of the Raman (LWS) and the free electron laser (BWS) interactions warranted
by having the phase velocity of the space charge beam-plasma mode equal to free electron
laser resonant beam velocity. The high frequency space charge mode, with low beam-plasma
density ratio, is generated principally by the ponderomotive force of the wiggler and the
electromagnetic field through LWS coupling. On the other hand, the coupling of the space
charge field and the wiggler provides the LWS channel to drive the electromagnetic field.
Also, the interaction of the electron beam with the wiggler amounts to the BWS channel of
driving the electromagnetic field. The electron beam in this LBWS four-entity interaction is
represented by either a fluid model or a single particle model. The results of these two models
are compared and discussed.

PACS: 42.55.Tb,52.75.Ms



1 Introduction

Free electron lasers operating in free space are currently investigated in laboratories as an effective

means of generating intense electromagnetic waves|1,2]. The interaction takes place when the

Doppler shifted wave frequency in the electron beam frame matches the wiggler frequency. The

driving term in the wave equation of the electromagnetic field is due to the nonlinear transverse

current because of the electron bunching in the ponderomotive potential well. Here, we consider

a plasma loaded wiggler free electron device to generate terahertz high frequency fields[3-5j. We

consider the beam density not so small comparing to the background density so that the beam

can withstand a perturbation amplitude below the wave breaking limit. The presence of a loading

plasma changes the conventional free electron laser interaction mechanism. The space charge

Langmuir mode (L) is paramet.rically driven by the nonlinear force of the wiggler (W) and the

microwave (S) fields through the Raman (LWS) interaction. In turn, the coupling of the space

charge mode with the wiggler field drives the microwave field. Also, the coupling of the electron

beam (R) with the wiggler is another driving force to generate the microwave field through the

free election laser (DWS) interaction. This BWS interaction is a linear driving term in the fluid

description of the beam, but is a nonlinear term in the single particle description. Hence, the four

entities (L,B,W,S) interact among themselves through two fundamental parametric processes. The

simultaneous LWS and BWS coupling can be assuied if the phase velocity of the beam-plasma

mode matches the free electron laser resonant beam velocity.

2 Beam-Plasma Mode

With a fluid description, the density pertubstions SN, 6n of the background and the beam plasmas

are given respectively by[6|
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where u)p, u>i, are the plasma frequencies, and 7, 71, are the Lorentz factors of the backgound and

the beam plasmas respectively, and q = — e. The scalar potential of the space charge field is

^ 4{6N + b) (3)
dz-

For a stationary background plasma, we have 7 = 1. However, in the presence of the wave field,
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7 can be slightly above unity. We note that the ponderomotive force term in Eq.(l) is only half

of what it used to be in Raman interaction formulation|6]. This is due to the fact that one of the

waves we are considering is a static wiggler which does not drive a fluid velocity in a stationary

background plasma.

We consider harmonic dependence such that (<57V,<5n, $) = (6Nnsfinn,^o)fi\n(ij)r,-}-(l)j), where

i>L — {ki,z — u>i,t) is the harmonic phase, and </>j = (</>/,, </;j, </>p) are the relative phases for the

background plasma, the beam plasma, and the scalar potential respectively, The linear dispersion

relation of the beam-plasma mode, by neglecting A. A terms, is

r 9 2 / 0 i

TT- - (4)5NO 1^/7

which can be written in the more familiar form

- kLvzy~

The qualitative behavior of the dispersion relation is well known. It has two branches separated

by the beam line (uj, — kj,vz) = 0. The branch with {u)j, — kivz) > 0 consist of positive energy

modes whereas the contrary has negative energy modes. Each branch goes asymptotically to the

beam line in one end and to the Lamgmuir line UJ^ = Wp/71/2 in the other. The beam-plasma

mode is carried by two density perturbations 8no, 6NO as indicated by Eq.(4). Near the Lamgmuir

frequency, 5NO is much larger than 6no, whereas, at high frequencies, the inverse is true. The

(a>f, — kf,vz) < 0 branch has two modes with phase velocity less than the beam velocity vz and are

called slow modes, whereas the {ojL — kivz) > 0 branch has fast modes. The dispersion relation

can be solved for the beam-plasma modes by iterations according to

WL = kLvz ± —rfijz 7T, oTT« = kLvz ± -TioTT, T » (6)

where the upper sign is for the positive energy mode and the lower sign is for the negative energy

mode. With a plasma loaded wiggler, the device can operate in a frequency range far above the

microwave range by choosing an adeguate background plasma density which is the major advantage

of this device.

3 Raman and Free Electron Laser Interactions

With the beam-plasma mode, it is able to drive an electromagnetic mode which is described by

the following wave equation
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where u>2 = (Wp/7 -f- Wb/76) is the cutoff frequency squared. With /fa = / l a os in(^ g -f <j6s)y where

V'a — (^a2 ~<^aO is the harmonic phase and (f>s is the relative phase. The linear dispersion relation is

u>j = u'2 -f c2k'2s . (8)

Taking the wiggler field .4^ = Ay^smi/^y where ijjw = kwz, considering slowly varying amplitudes

and the ipi — ip3 •+- ipw matching condition, Eq.(7) leads to

' d \ 1
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where vg — c2kH/a>H is the group velocity, <5, — (u'2 4- c'2k'j — w2) is the frequency mismatch, and

A</>b = {<j>b — 4>s)- We note that the second term on the right hand side of Eq.(7) is non-resonant,

and therefore this term is dropped. On the right hand side of Eq.(9), the first terms in each square

bracket, which are linear terms in Awo, correspond to the linear transverse current as a result of the

beam interaction with the wiggler. The phase bunching of these terms is the driving mechanism in

standard free electron lasers. There are another two terms in Awo6no/n that arise from parametric

interaction of the wiggler and the space charge field that corresponds to the Raman interaction.

The background plasma perturbation 8No of Eq. (1) becomes

C2k\^cosA^ + ZSushiAfa] cos(V> -t-

472 me2 me2 6L6NO] s in^/ . + <PL) , (10)cos

where 61 = \{u>p/^7)(<Sno/6No) + (wp/7) — uj\ is the frequency mismatch of the beam-plasma mode

for the background space charge, Acpi = (4>L, — (f>s), and A(j>bL — {4b ~ <^L)- Likewise, the beam

perturbation 6no evolves as

'K^L ~ kLvz) [ (— -f- -u2—)<Jno| COS(^L -\- 4>b) - 2(O»L - kLvz) [ (— + u«—)</>&]<*nosin(^L + 4>b) =
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where oh = [(wj/7fc)(^o/*ftrt) + (wjf/7ft) - (ii!/, - foe/,)1*] is the frequency mismatch for the beam
space charge, A</>j, = (<f>b — </>s), and Ac/>£& = (</>£ — 0;,). In order to describe the energy deplection

of the beam, we introduce the beam energy equation to complete the fluid description,

) 7 = ~u)*—IT—yN'^V^L + </>) sin(^L + <l> 2 ^ ) ]ITme2 me2

-Uj£-^CO8{il>L + <fib)} . (12)
n

The first term on the right hand side of Eq.(12) accounts for the electromagnetic transverse electric

field, whereas the second term amounts to the electrostatic longitudinal field. Here, in Eqs.(lO)

and (11), the parametric Raman interaction of the wiggler and the microwave field, in turn, drives

the space charge field with the beam energy consistently calculated by Eq.(12). Together with

Eq.(9), they form a closed system to study the emission of high frequency fields.

4 Single Particle Description

We remark that the matching condition for the Raman interaction Vz. = V's + ipw leads to the

following phase velocity of the space charge Ui/ki, = u>s/{k9 4- kw). For the free electron laser

interaction, we require (wa — ksvn) = kwvji, which states that the Doppler shifted laser frequency

in the beam frame be equal to the wiggler frequency at the resonant beam velocity v^. The Raman

interaction and the free electron laser interaction, therefore, take place simultaneously when

"- . * 1

which calls for the space charge phase velocity be set to the resonant velocity.

The fluid description of the preceeding section offers a complete set of equations to deal with

this. Here we set up an alternative single particle description of the beam electrons to compare the

results. Representing the electron beam in the ponderomotive well by (2./V + 1) ensemble electrons

with energy 7̂  and phase tpj = (ipa + ipw)j where —N<j< -\-N we have

me2 me2

+ <f>L) + ujf-^- c o s ( ^ + <f>h)\ , (13)
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where fli — ui/cki. The density perturbation can be expressed in terms of the Fourier compo-

nents of (ip^ — i>j) in the phase space as

c OO

— = 2 ^2 < cosm(i>L - i)j) >j . (15)
n m=l

Here, the angled bracket represents the average over an ensemble of beam electron j in the pon-

deromotive well, and the sum is over the Fourier harmonics m. In our calculations, we sum over

twenty harmonics. The beam energy, in this description is given by 7;, =< 7j >. From Eq.(15),

the amplitude of the density perturbation and the relative phase are given by

mj>j)
2) , (16)

m=l m=l

(17)
2 s i n ^mj >J

where tymj = [mi^i — ipj) — (i>L + 4>L)}- The linear transverse current, Jy, on the right hand side

of Eq.(9) is now given by

-sin(^j + 4>s) >j cos(i/)., -(- <£.,)- < - cos(^j + <£.,) >j sin(^., + </i.,)j . (18)

We recall that, in the fluid description, the Awo term in Eq.(9) is a linear term, but, in the

single particle description, this term given by Eq.(18) is a nonlinear phase bunching term in free

electron lasers. We also remark that, although Eqs.(12) and (13) are identical in form, they

are different in essence. The beam density perturbation in the fluid description is derived from

density and momentum continuity equations, whereas it is calculated from phase bunching in the

ponderomotive well in the single particle description. Consequently, 6no/n and 4>b are evaluated

entirely differently in the two versions of the beam energy equation.

We consider a beam much longer than the wiggler length so that leading and trailing edge

effects can be neglected[7j. The beam equations, Eqs.(ll) and (12) or Eqs.(13) and (14), can be

transformed to the beam characteristic to follow the fixed group of ensemble electrons in the pon-

deromotive well[8]. By the same token, the electromagnetic field, Eq.(9), can be represented along

the wave characteristic to follow the same wave packet. By taking vg — vZ) the two characteristics



are the same, and the slipage effect can be neglected[7]. The description along the characteristic is

equivalent to the Lagrangian representation of the fluid element. The space charge field equation,

Eq.(lO), describes a density perturbation that propagates with the phase velocity equal to the

resonant beam velocity. The trajectory of the space charge phase is geven by z = VRL On the

beam frame, the electron, therefore, follows the same space charge potential. Since the growth

of the amplitude is uniform in space, the time derivative of Eq.(lO) can be written as a convec-

tivc derivative in the beam frame. Consequently, Eqs.(9-14) reduce to the first order ordinary

differential equations with respect to the fixed beam element as it traverses the wiggler.

5 System Parameters

The operation of a plasma loaded wiggler free electron device requires careful choice of the system

parameters that are consistent with the simultaneous interaction of the Raman scattering and the

free electron laser resonance. We take the primary input parameters as the background plasma

density N, the beam density n, the beam energy 7&, and the wiggler period Xw. The beam velocity

/?2 can be calculated as a function of the beam energy 7&. The beam-plasma mode U>L and the laser

mode u)a satisfy Eqs.(5) and (8) respectively. Solving k^ and k3 from their respective dispersion

relations, and making use the matching condition ki, = ks -\- kw, we have the mode frequency

u — UJL ~ UJD given by

u, = 7 ^ ± [ (7 b W - lli"l + /^ c
2 ) ] ' / 2 - (19)

uw = kwvz ± -TysTTTT - (20)
7/ t K^)

where the function F(u)) is defined in Eq.(6). The upper sign of Eq.(20) is for (u — kvz) > 0

branch, and the lower sign is otherwise. For a given branch, Eq.(19) gives a high frequency mode

with the upper sign, and a lower frequency mode otherwise. In order to have real frequencies, the

radical in Eq.(19) has to be positive. The primary system parameters are, therefore, subjected to

the constraint

> OJC . (21)

Since the mode frequency u)s is determined by whatever background and beam plasma densities,

the frequency mismatches are zero initially. However, there are energy factors like 7 = (1 -f-o^/2)

and 76 which vary down the wiggler. These effects are calculated consistently in our equations

through the frequency mismatches.



6 Two-Stream Instability

We consider specifically TV = 1 x 1014/cm3, n - 7 x 1012/cm3, a = n/N = 7 x 10~2, 7b = 5,

and Xw = 1 cm. The background plasma frequency is u>p — 5.6 x 1011 rad/st and the beam mode

frequency is ui = (12.4/3.6) x 1012 rad/s for the positive/negative branch respectively. As the

initial conditions, we take ap = 6NO/N — 0, 4>L = 0, for the background plasma. As for the

beam, we have at, = 6no/n = 0, fa — 0, for the fluid description, and ipj is random between

(—7r,+7r), 7j = 7b, for the single particle description. For the electromagnetic field, we take

a3 = qAso/mc2 — 0, <ps = 0. The wiggler length is chosen as L = 100 A .̂ For the wiggler strength,

aw = qAwo/mc* — 0.1, which corresponds to a wiggler magnetic field of Bwo — 1 kG, is sufficient

to drive the system in the fluid model. However, in the single particle model, aw = 1.0 with

Bwo = 10kG is required. We integrate Eqs.(9) and (10) together with either Eqs.(ll) and (12)

or Eqs.(13) and (14) along the wiggler to follow the evolutions of 7b, Ob, ap, aa. In each wiggler

period, we use 30000 grid points for the fluid model, and 600 for the single particle model.

Before presenting the four-entity interactions, we first consider the classical two-stream inter-

action by setting aw = 0 and aa = 0 to verify the consistence of our equations. We first neglect the

beam energy equation, Eq.(12), and only integrate Eqs.(10) and (11) as in the text book case. We

choose the low frequency positive energy mode such that the wave vector corresponding to this

frequency falls in the interval of the dispersion curves where complex roots are expected. To avoid

numerical overflow, an infinitesimal noise level is assigned to the space charge field initially. With

a — 7 x 10~2, numerical results indicate that the space charge is unable to grow beyond the noise

level due to the low beam-plasma ratio. To show the two-stream instability, we exceptionally lower

the background plasma density to raise the beam-plasma ratio. Taking N = 1 x 1013 /crn3 with

a = 0.7, the space charge field now grows exponentially, just according to the linear theory, until

numerical overflow is reached. By introducing Eq.(12) to account for the energy depletion of the

driving beam, the space charge field soon saturates with the energy depletion of the beam. For

high frequency modes in both the positive and the negative branches, the space charge field fails

to grow beyond the initial noise level even with a = 0.7 as expected by the linear theory since all

the roots are real.

7 LBWS Interaction

Having examined the two-stream instability, we now return to the original machine parameters

with a — 7 x 10~2. Applying the wiggler field with aw = 0.1, and considering the electromagnetic

field equation and the beam energy equation, Figs. 1 show the results of the fluid description,

Eqs.(9-12), with the high frequency negative energy mode at the frequency / = 5.8 x 1011 Hz as a

function of the normalized wiggler distance z/Xw. Unlike the preceeding section, the space charge

field op in Fig. lc, driven by the parametric force of the awoaao term, are readily excited, at low



beam-plasma ratio for the high frequency beam mode. The beam energy 7& in Fig. la declines as

the electromagnetic field intensity a2
a in Fig. lb increases. To understand the results of Figs. 1 and

Figs. 2-4 that follow, we recall that we are dealing with a four entity interaction, instead of three,

where the wiggler has a constant amplitude. In our four entity interaction, there are two channels

of three entity parametric interaction. Energies can interchange between these channels. Initially,

the beam transfers energy to the electromagnetic field parametrically through the wiggler (BWS)

stated by Eq.(9). This is followed by the excitation of the space charge mode by the parametric

action of the electromagnetic field and the wiggler (LWS) as in Eqs.(lO) and (11). As the space

charge mode gets large enough, it can overcome the parametric term in Eq.(12) to determine the

beam energy. Furthermore, the space charge field interacts parametrically with the wiggler to

drive a feedback to the electromagnetic field as shown in the space charge terms on the right side

of Eq. (9). The solution of this four entity system is determined by the energy equipartition among

all these channels. In this spirit, we see that the beam drives slowly the electromagnetic mode up

to the seventieth wiggler dominated by the BWS process. From there on, the space charge field is

enhanced through the LWS process with reduction on the electromagnetic mode. The combined

effect of the space charge mode and the parametric term acts in such a way to drive the beam

energy down to 7 = 4.1. In Figs. 2, the results of the high frequency positive energy beam mode at

the frequency / = 1.9 x 1012 H z show beam energy above the initial level, a weak electromagnetic

field, and larger space charge field. In this case, the BWS interaction is effective in the first twenty

wigglers followed by the LWS interaction, The space charge term in Eq.(12) acts electrostatically

to accelerate the beam slightly.

8 Single Particle Results

We now consider the single particle description by integrating Eqs.(9,10,13,14) with the corre-

sponding evaluations of Eqs.(15-18). We first make a remark about the choice of a random initial

phase distribution for ipj between (-7T, +ir) to simulate the beam in the single particle description.

Such a choice is to eliminate the effect of beam lethargy to emit microwave. In standard free

electron lasers, we often attribute uniform initial phase to tpj to evaluate their output. When the

beam energy is almost equal to the resonant energy, this distrubution is known to give lethargy

since the electrons take a long time to leave the uniform distribution. When the beam energy

is different from the resonant energy by a small fraction, the elections are easily driven in the

ponderomotive well by this energy difference. Beam lethargy is unimportant and the details of the

initial distribution are irrelevant. In our system here, the beam energy and the resonant energy

are very close such that the initial phase distribution of the electrons would make a significant

difference on the device performance. From the physical point of view, it is more reasonable to

think of the electrons in the ponderomotive well with random phase initially than with uniform

phase. We, therefore, prefer a random distribution which has minimum beam lethargy comparing
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to the uniform distribution, and we expect that the nature is better represented by the random

distribution than otherwise.

For the single particle description, should we use aw = 0.1 as in the fluid model, we would

not get any yield comparable to Figs, lb and 2b. This is due to the weak bunching on the

transverse current of Eq.(18). With aw — 1.0, and for the high frequency negative energy mode,

the system performance is shown in Figs. 3. The beam energy in Fig. 3a shows oscillations about

a certain beam energy level. The electromagnetic intensity in Fig. 3b has a good output while the

space charge mode in Fig. 3c oscillates with large amplitudes. Numerical results indicate that the

electromagnetic intensity stays at the level reached in Fig. 3b even more wigglcrs arc added to the

system. With u)s — 3.G X 1012 rad/s and a, - 3 x 10~3, the energy flux of the electromagnetic mode

is apporxhnately 10MWjcm2. Since the maxima of Fig. 3b coincide with the minima of Fig. 3a,

the major process that takes place in the system is the BWS. The electromagnetic mode grows

at the expense of the beam energy and the space charge feedback in Eq.(9). The details of these

results vary quantitatively with the choice of the seed in the random number generator although

the order of magnitudes arc seldom affected. For the high frequency positive energy mode, Figs. 4

show a situation different to Figs. 2 where the beam energy drops slightly below its initial value.

The electromagnetic mode of Fig. 4b is much weaker than its counterpart in Fig. 3b.

To summarize, the negative energy mode is adequate to generate powerful terahertz electromag-

netic radiation, although the wiggler strength required in this operation differs from one description

to another, whereas the positive energy mode is not suitable for this purpose in both descriptions.

To interpret these qualitative behaviors, we recall that the resonant energy of the positive mode is

slightly higher than the beam energy. During the four entity interaction, the space charge mode

and the electromagnetic mode are the pumps to drive the beam according to Eq.(12) or Eq.(13).

Depending on the strength and phase of each pump, the beam can either gain or lose a little bit of

energy. Since both the space charge and electromagnetic modes arc zero initially, the underlying

energy source is the wigglcr which has its strength maintained constant externally. For the nega-

tive mode, the resonant energy is slightly lower than the beam energy. The beam, therefore, is the

pump to drive the electromagnetic mode and the space charge mode, with the help of the wigglcr.

9 Discussions and Conclusions

We have analysed the performance of plasma loaded wigglcr free electron device based on the fluid

and single particle descriptions. Only the high frequency positive and negative energy modes are

studied. The low frequency modes arc not desirable, not just for the fact that they operate at lower

frequencies, but, with unsuitable choice of wigglcr period, the low frequency positive energy mode

could fall in the unstable domain of the beam-plasma dispersion relation which makes the device

highly unstable. In the fluid description, the system is able to operate with a small wigglcr field

in contrast to the single particle description where the wiggler field has to be increased by tenfold.
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This substantial difference between the two models originates from the a ^ terms in the right hand

side of Eq.(9) that represents the transverse current. In the fluid description, this term is a linear

growth term which allows the electromagnetic mode to get an initial start. In the single particle

description, this term is a nonlinear term that relies on the phase bunching of the beam electrons.

In order to reach comparable effects in the fluid model, the magnetic field has to be substantially

increased. We believe that the fluid description offers over estimated performances, and the single

particle description porvides more reliable results. Unlike the three-entity interaction, our LBWS

interaction contains several energy channels, and the steady state of this system is governed by the

energy equipartition of these channels. Numerical results indicate that this is a promising device

to generate terahertz fields.
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Figure Captions

Fig. l a : 76 of the negative energy high frequency mode in the fluid description as a function of

z/Xw.

Fig. l b : â  of the negative energy high frequency mode in the fluid description as a function of

z/Xw.

Fig. l c : ap of the negative energy high frequency mode in the fluid description as a function of

z/Xw.

Fig. 2a: 76 of the positive energy high frequency mode in the fluid description as a function of

z/\w.

Fig. 2b: a^ of the positive energy high frequency mode in the fluid description as a function of

z/Xw.

Fig. 2c: ap of the positive energy high frequency mode in the fluid description as a function of

z/Xw.

Fig. 3a: 76 of the negative energy high frequency mode in the single particle description as a

function of z/ Xw.

Fig. 3b: a^ of the negative energy high frequency mode in the single particle description as a

function of z/ Xw.

Fig. 3c: ap of the negative energy high frequency mode in the single particle description as a

function of z/Xw.

Fig. 4a: 76 of the positive energy high frequency mode in the single particle description as a

function of z/Xw.

Fig. 4b: a2
s of the positive energy high frequency mode in the single particle description as a

function of z/ Xw.

Fig. 4c: ap of the positive energy high frequency mode in the single particle description as a

function of z/Xw.
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